ArtSorb is designed to improve the acoustics of meeting rooms, receptions,
classrooms, restaurants and homes. It is particularly effective where there is
sound reverberation or high levels of noise.
A choice of either printed fabric or plain colours ensures that the panels enhance the
aesthetic of a room whilst absorbing sound predominantly in the speech frequency
spectrum. Constructed of light weight materials the panels are easy to hang and available in
a range of sizes.
Construction of many rooms
involves a lot of hard
reflective surfaces, this can
cause high reverberation
and mean low speech
intelligibility, it may also
cause amplification of noise,
reducing speech privacy to
adjoining spaces. For a
relatively low cost this issue
can be solved with ArtSorb.
Acoustix will help to specify
the correct number and
sizes of panels either
shipping them directly or
providing an installation
service.

ARTSORB IN BUSINESS
In a commercial environment the printed image
may be a corporate logo or product images.
Much of the artwork that may be currently
displayed can be digitally reproduced using a
high quality printing process making the ArtSorb
unique and bespoke. The four images, shown
above, hanging in a two storey atrium were
originally oil paintings commissioned by the
company but digitally reproduced to make 3m x
3m acoustic absorbing art. The result is a calmer
more comfortable environment for the two cafe
areas, reception and informal meetings.

ARTSORB AT HOME
In the home the use of materials
such as wood flooring can make
rooms noisy and uncomfortable.
In home cinemas the acoustics
are crucial to the overall
experience.
By adding ArtSorb the reflection
of sound is reduced enhancing
the function of the room. Add your
own favourite photographs to
enhance the visual effect.
Contact Acoustix for assistance in sizes required or to discuss specific requirements.
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ACOUSTIX
Acoustix has experience in solving acoustic issues, creating speech privacy and acoustic
comfort. We are happy to advise on solutions and have a range of complimentary products.

Acoustix, 3 Brook House, Old Wool Lane, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 2PE
t: +44(0)161 491 5571 e: info@acoustix.co.uk web: www.artsorb.co.uk

